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DENSITIES
ON LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS
by I. D. BERG (1) and L. A. RUBEL (2)

Introduction.
A density on a locally compact Abelian (LCA) group G is a
system of measures on the compact quotients of G, which measures
satisfy a simple compatibility requirement and have uniformly bounded
variation norms. We give a precise definition in the first section. The
set of densities on G forms a natural Banach algebra D(G) which
coincides with M(G), the measure algebra of G, when G is compact
but not otherwise.
A natural equivalent formulation of the notion of density is
the following : A density is a continuous functional on the space of
all continuous periodic functions on G, whose restriction to the Banach
space of functions of any one fixed period is a bounded linear functional.
We may define, in a natural way, the extension of a density to
a linear functional on the space of finite linear combinations of continuous periodic functions, but this extension is not necessarily bounded when this space is given the uniform norm. The main purpose of
this paper is to establish necessary and sufficient conditions on the
group G that all densities on G actually define bounded linear functionals on this space and hence on its closure, the space of semiperiodic functions.
Giving such conditions is equivalent to answering the following
question :
(1) The research of the first author was partially supported by National Science
Foundation grant NSF GP 5370.
( 2 ) The research of the second author was partially supported by United States
Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant Number AFOSR 460-67.
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When is the algebra of densities really just a sub-algebra of the
algebra of all bounded measures on some compactification of G ?
We show that if this is the case, then the semi-periodic compactification, G?, will serve, where Gp is defined as the compact dual of
the discrete group generated by the (continuous) periodic characters
on G.
Our main result, Theorem 3.10, is that the density algebra
extends to a measure algebra precisely when the sum of each two
periodic characters is a periodic function. In this case the extension
is an isometry. This condition is equivalent to the condition that
no two compact quotients of G are independent, in a certain technical
sense. An equivalent condition in terms of the structure of G is that
either G be totally disconnected or that G have no R" part and
each discrete quotient of G be of bounded order. In this latter case
G p is identical to the Bohr compactification. In either of these cases
D(G) is isometrically isomorphic to M(GP). However, if G admits a
density which is not induced by a measure on Gp then the set of
densities which are so induced is neither closed nor dense in D(G).
In the first section we present preliminary results and definitions.
The second section is concerned primarily with periodic functions
and the associated compact quotients. In the third section we consider principally extensions of densities to measures on G?. In this
section we also consider briefly the problem of decomposition of
densities and obtain results which are not analogous to those for
measures. A short fourth section touches on uniform distribution,
the subject where the notion of densities largely originated.
There are several natural problems concerning densities, some
of which we hope to consider in further papers. For example, what
is a non-trivial condition on a given density that it extend to a measure
on the semi-periodic compactification of G ? Also, there is a naturally defined closed ideal D^G) of absolutely continuous densities
that bears roughly the same relation to D(G) that L^G) bears to
the measure algebra M(G) and we hope to investigate its theory
elsewhere.
We would like to acknowledge valuable conversations with
M. Rajagopalan.
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1. Preliminary definitions and results.
We will be dealing with locally compact Abelian (LCA) groups
throughout this paper and unless the context clearly indicates otherwise we will assume all groups LCA groups.
We will assume the standard results on LCA groups and almostperiodic functions. As sources we cite [5] and [7]. We will attempt
to use standard notation where possible. In particular G^ will denote
the dual group of G. If A is a normed linear space we will denote
the space of bounded linear functionals on A by A*.
When we refer to a measure on an LCA group G, then unless
the context clearly indicates otherwise, we will mean a regular countably additive finite measure on the Borel sets of G. By M(G) we
will denote the convolution algebra of finite measures on G.
We will often be dealing with several isomorphic spaces at once.
When no confusion seems likely we will identify an element of one
space with its image in another without changing notation.
DEFINITION. - We say that a closed subgroup H of the group
G is of compact index if G/H is compact.
If H^ and H^ are subgroups of compact index and if H^ C H^
then there is a natural continuous homomorphism ^ from G/H^ onto
G/H^. We let {G^ | a E A} == {G/HJ a G A} be the system of compact
quotients of G. If G^ is a compact quotient of G^ we write G. > G^ .
We let M(G^) be the set of regular countably additive measures on
the Borel sets of G^ whose variation norm is finite.
DEFINITION. - A density ^ on an LCA group G is a system of
measures on the compact quotients of G satisfying
1) If G^ is a quotient of Gp and E is a Borel set in G^ then
^(E) = ^((^(E)) ^here <p : G^ ———> G^ is the natural homomorphism.
2) l l ^ l del.
l - sup{||^|||aeA}<oo.
That is, p. is a member of FT ^G^) satisfying 1) and 2).
cceA
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We will refer to condition 1 as the compatibility condition. It
is equivalent to 1').
f(fo^)d^=ffd^

for each Borel function / on G^.
There is clearly a relation between the notion of density and
that of martingale ; indeed, by stretching the notion of martingale
sufficiently, every density is a martingale, but there seems to be no
profit in this point of view for the problems which concern us here.
One of the simplest examples of a density is Haar density X
given by taking X^ as Haar measure (normalized to be of mass 1) on
G,y. The compatibility is easy to verify since X^Q^CE)) is a normalized translation invariant measure on the Borel sets, E, of G,, and
hence must coincide with X^. An elaboration of Haar density in the
case G = Z may be found in several papers, e.g. Buck [3].
DEFINITION. — If p. = = { / x J a E A } and v = { u ^ | a € A } are two
densities in G we define a density ^ * v by On * v)^ = ^ * v^ , where
^a * va denotes the convolution product of ^ and v^.
We must show that ^ • v satisfies the compatibility condition.
Boundedness is clear. We let / be a Borel function on G^, we let
G^ < GQ and we let ^ : Gg ——> G^ be the natural homomorphism.
Then
ffd(^*v^) = fff(x + t)d^(t)dv^(x)
= fff(x-^^t))dv^(x)d^(t)
= ff f(^(x) + ^(t))dv^(x)d^(t)
= / / ( / < > (p) (x + t)dv^x)d^(t)
=

/ ( / ° ^ ) r f ( ^ * Vp)

It is clear that the densities on the LCA group G form a commutative Banach algebra under convolution. We will denote this algebra
by D(G).
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2. Periodic functions.
We denote by C(G) the space of bounded continuous complex
valued functions on G with the supremum norm.
DEFINITION. - We say that /eC(G) is periodic iff is constant
on the cosets of some subgroup H of compact index and we then say f
is of period H. (We note that the choice of period for f is in general
not unique.)
^/
If / is of period H we may identify / with /, an element of
C(G/H), and conversely, where f(x + H) = f(x) is the desired correspondence.
We will denote the normed space of periodic functions under
the supremum norm by P(G). In general, P(G) is not a vector space.
We will denote the Banach space of periodic functions of period
H^p, with the supremum norm, by P?( (G) or by P^(G) where no
confusion is likely.
We shall see in article 3 that it is useful to consider densities
as functionals on P(G). We shall denote the present article to developing the necessary results concerning P(G).
We must first consider some simple relations between periodic
and almost periodic functions.
DEFINITION. - ///€ C(G) we define f^, the translate offby x,
by f^(y) = f(y - x). The orbit off, orb /, is defined by
orb/={/J;c(=G}.

If the orbit of / is conditionally compact, / is called almostperiodic. We denote the Banach algebra of almost-periodic functions
on G by AP(G).
LEMMA 2.1. - Let /GC(G). Then /€P(G) if and only if the
orbit of f is compact.

Proof. - We suppose first that /GP(G) with period H and
consider / as a function /" on G/H. Then orb / is homeomorphic to
orb /T But the orbit of a continuous function on a compact group is
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compact. Next we suppose 0 = orb / is compact. We make orb / into
a group by defining fsfi^fs+f^ an^ consider the homomorphism
^ : G ——> 6 given by ^p(t) == /^ . The homomorphism ^ is continuous since /GAP(G) and so/is surely uniformly continuous. Hence
ker ^ = {t \f^ = f} is a subgroup of compact index and /, being constant on its cosets, is periodic. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Hence we see that a periodic function on G is almost periodic.
We recall some standard results about almost periodic functions
and in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 give without proof some simple consequences.
AP(G) is isometrically isomorphic _to C(G) where G denotes the
Bohr compactification of G. That is, G is the compact dual of G"
when G^ is given the discrete topology.
Where no confusion can arise we will identify functions in
AP(G) with functions in C(G). For example, we will speak of expanding /E AP(G) in terms of characters of G.
00

If/G AP(G), then / has a Fourier expansion / ^ ^ a^ where
n=l

\^ G G^ and convergence is in the L2(G) norm. Moreover, there exists
m,
a sequence of trigonometric polynomials, ^ f^ni^-n ~—> fwhere
w=i
/
convergence is in the supremum norm. Furthermore, lim j3^y = o^.
LEMMA 2.2. -• Let fC P(G) be of period H. Then
00

i) The function f has a Fourier expansion, f w H a^, where
n=l

each Xne G^ is of period H and
k

II/- S ^Xjl — — > 0 in L,(G/H).
w=l

// / is also of period K, the same Fourier expansion serves ; indeed
k
II/- S ^Xjl^(G/H)

k
=

H/- ^^ Wn^G/K)
k

= II/- Z ^X^HL.(G)n=l
~
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mi

(
}
ii) There exists a sequence \
^ ^/X^(/
of trigonometric poly{ n=l

)

normals of period H, tending to f in the supremum norm. The characters appearing in this sequence can be taken to be those appearing in
the Fourier expansion that have non-zero coefficients. Of course, in
general, we cannot take &„. = a,, ; but we must have b^ —:—> a^.
DEFINITION. - Let G/H^ = G^ be a compact quotient of G. Let
/XH be Haar measure in H^, the closure of H^ in G. Then if f is in
AP(G) we define f^, the projection of f onto P^(G), by letting
/<r00 = JQ
L f(x - t)d^ (C (r). This defines f^ e C(G) which we then
identify with ^GAP(G).
LEMMA 2.3. - Let f E AP(G). Let G^ be a compact quotient
of G. Then

1) ll/cJL^II/IL
2)Iff^P^thenf^=f.
00

3)//'/

%

S a^ then
n=l

f^^^La^,where E = {n IX^G^}.
E

We see that each /E P(G) has a Fourier expansion. We shall see
that it is important to consider the set of characters that occur
(with non-zero coefficients) in this expansion and also the group
generated by this set.
DEFINITION. — If g is an element of a group G we denote by [g\
the subgroup generated (algebraically) by g with the similar notation
[fetf^^^A}] for the subgroup generated by a set If [g] is discrete
as a subset of the LCA group G we say that g is a discrete element o/G.
We first have the following useful characterization of periodic
functions.
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LEMMA 2.4. - Let /E C(G). Then f is periodic if and only if
the group generated by the characters appearing in its Fourier expansion is discrete as a subgroup of G^. In particular, if x € G^ then x
is periodic if and only if [x] is discrete.
Proof. - If /CP(G) and / is of period H^ then /<= C(G/H^).
00

Hence / » ^ a^\^ where {x^^ (G/H^. Since (G/H^) is compact,
n=i
(G/H^ is discrete as a subgroup of G\
00

Conversely, i f / ^ ^ an^n ^ere [{x^}] is discrete as a subgroup
w=i
of G'\ then / is of period [{x^}] • That is, / is of period H^ where
(G/H^ = KX^}].
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4.
DEFINITION. — We will denote by TT(G) the set of periodic characters of G.
The following corollary of Lemma 2.4 is now immediate :
LEMMA 2.5. — If ft and A are periodic where f, ^ ^ a^ and
/=i
/2 ^ £ b, X/, then /i 4- ^ ^ ^noAc if and only if [{x, I a. + & ^ 0}],
/=!

/

^ group generated by {x/l^y + ^/ ^ 0}, ^ discrete.
DEFINITION. — W^ wz7/ cfl// the vector space of finite linear combinations of periodic functions the span of the periodic functions and
denote it oy C (G). We define similarly the span of the periodic
characters of G and denote this space by C^ (G).
DEFINITION. — We will call the closure of C (G) the space of
semiperiodic functions. By Lemma 2.2, we see that
(Cp(G)F = (C^(G))- .
The following well-known result is proved in [5 : Theorem 2.3.2].
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LEMMA 2.5. - Let g^G. Then [g] is either discrete or has
compact closure.
This leads immediately to the following useful observation.
LEMMA 2.6. - If \ is a periodic character of infinite order and
X' is a non-periodic character, then \\' is periodic.
Proof. - By Lemma 2.5, [\9] has compact closure, V^ , say.
But if Vi is a compact neighborhood of 0, we see that, for all large
enough n, x"^ V^ . Hence, for large enough m, (XX')"' ^ V^ . Hence,
again by Lemma 2.5, [xx'l is discrete. This completes the proof of
Lemma 2.6.
We quote a useful result from Berg, Rajagopalan and Rubel [2].
LEMMA 2.7. - Let G be an LCA group and let GQ denote the
identity component of G. Let x be a character of G and let H denote
the kernel of x. If X ^ G^ then G/H = T, the circle group in the
usual topology,and x is periodic. If \e G^ then G/H is discrete and
in this case x is periodic if and only if the range of x is finite.
This immediately leads to the following :
LEMMA 2.8. - G is totally disconnected if and only if the periodic characters of G are precisely those of finite range.
We now see that if G is not totally disconnected then products
of periodic characters separate the points of G.
LEMMA 2.9. -IfG is not totally disconnected then [7r(G)] = G\
Proof. — If G is not totally disconnected then G has, by Lemma
2.8, at least one periodic character Xi of infinite range. Indeed, we
may take Xi to be any character that does not annihilate the connected component of the identity of G. But if X2 ls a non-periodic
character then by Lemma 2.6, XiX2 is periodic. Hence \^ = xT^XiXi)
and so [7r(G)] = G" and our proof is complete.
We now have our first principal result :
THEOREM 2.10. — Suppose the sum of each two periodic characters of G is periodic. Then either
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1) G is totally disconnected or
2) G has no R71 part and each discrete quotient ofG is of bounded
order ; equivalently GA has a compact open subgroup of bounded
order.
In the first case the periodic characters are those of finite order.
In the second case all characters are periodic. Conversely, if either 1)
or 2) holds then any finite linear combination of periodic characters
is periodic.
Proof. - Suppose X i , X2 discrete implies [Xi, X^ discrete. Then
in particular [Xi , Xal is discrete and hence periodic characters form a
group. If G is totally disconnected then by Lemma 2.8 we see that
the periodic characters are those of finite range. It is clear by Lemma
2.4 that in this case C^(G) C P(G), and our theorem holds for this
case. If G is not totally disconnected, then by Lemma 2.9 we see
that TT(G) = G".
For the remainder of the proof we consider only the case where
all characters are periodic.
We write H == K x R" where K is compact, as an open closed
subgroup of G\ If n > 1 it is clear that there exist discrete Xi 9 \z
such that [Xi?X2l is "^ discrete ; hence n = 0. It is clear that K
must contain only elements of finite order.
But if K contains only elements of finite order, an easy category argument shows that the order of elements of K is bounded.
If K is a compact open subgroup of GA of bounded order, we see
that [ X i , . . . , Xj is discrete for any Xi » • . • , X^ G^ Indeed, if
[Xi ? • • • ? Xj were not discrete, then K 0 [^ , . . . , \^] would be an
infinite group ; but K H [ ^ i , . . ., xj is a finitely generated Abelian
group of bounded order and hence finite.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.10.
The following immediate corollary to Theorem 2.10 is of independent interest :
COROLLARY 2.11. - Suppose that G is an LCA group such that
whenever g^ and g^ are discrete then [ g ^ , g^] is discrete. Then for
any n, ifg^ , . . . , g^ are discrete it follows that [g^ , . . . , g^\ is discrete.
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Remark. - The hypothesis of local compactness in Corollary
2.11 cannot be dropped. Indeed, let G be the subgroup of R 2 , in the
relative topology, generated by ^ = (1,0),^ = (0,1) and g^ =(1,^/2).
Each of the elements g^ , g^ , g^ is discrete and the subgroup generated
by each pair is discrete, but [ g ^ , g ^ , g^] is not discrete.
It is important to note that a group may have the property that
all finite linear combinations of periodic characters are periodic and
yet sums of periodic functions are not necessarily periodic. That is,
CJG) C P(G), but Cp(G) q- P(G).
Example. - Let G = Z^ x Z where Z^ is the 2-adic integers and
Z is the integers. G is totally disconnected. We consider now the
subgroups of compact index H^ = [7 x 1] and H^ == [? x I], where
1 is the generator of the 2-adics and 1 is the generator of Z. Then
G/HI ^ G/H^ ^ Z^ . But Hi H H^ = 0 x 0.
00

Now consider /i ^ S ^iXn » where { x / i } is the set of characters of G which are characters of G/H^ and all a^ are non-zero,
00

and /2 w S ^2X12» similarly made up of characters of G/H^.
Then /i +/^ cannot be periodic because [{x^^X^l separates points and hence has no annihilator except 9 x 0 .
LEMMA 2.12. — Let g ^ , g^ be discrete elements of G and suppose that [ g ^ , g ^ ] is not discrete. Then for any non-zero integers
w, n mth m ^ n the group [(g^g^)5 , (g^g^Y] is not discrete.
Proof. — A routine application of the division algorithm shows
us that [g, , g^l[(g,gy , (g.g^Y] is finite.
We now arrive at an important technical theorem which will
play a vital role in article 3.
THEOREM 2.13. — Suppose G admits two periodic characters
with a non-periodic sum. Then there exist periodic characters Xi wd
X2 such that Xi + X2 ls not periodic, but for each integer n, XiX^ is
periodic. Moreover ifx'^lx^] and X'^tXiX^l (where m and n
are unequal non-zero integers) then \9 + \19 is not periodic.
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Proof. — We must consider two cases. In the first case the periodic characters do not form a group. Then there must exist A, a
periodic character of infinite order, and k a non periodic character.
Let Xi = h~1 and ^2 :== h2k' Then XiX^ = A2""1^1 is periodic by
Lemma 2.6, but fc€ [^1X2] an^ hence Xi + X2 ls n0^ periodic.
In the second case the periodic characters form a group. Then,
by the arguments of Theorem 2.10, there exist two periodic characters
with a non periodic sum if and only if the reals are a direct summand
of the open subgroup. In this case the reals are a subgroup of the dual
group and hence Xi = 1 and Xi = 7r ^11 serve.
The last assertion is clear by Lemma 2.9.

3. Extensions of densities to measures and
decompositions of densities.
We first characterize densities as certain functionals on the periodic functions. To this end, when G is compact we freely identify
M(G) with the dual space of C(G), writing ^(/) = f fdfJi, and we
exploit the natural analogue for densities.
LEMMA 3.1.— Let fJi be a density on G. Then for each subgroup
H^ of compact index, fi defines a member of (P^(G))*. That is, 11
defines a bounded linear functional on the space of periodic functions
which are of period H((.. Indeed, for f of period H^ we define
^(/) by
^(f) = ^(/) = f
fWd^1 (x)
"G/H^
where we consider the integrand / as a function on G/H^. . Then
sup

sup

II ^(/) 11/11/11 = 11^11. Conversely any set of linear func-

crcA /eP^(G)

tionals{^|aGA}, where ^is a linear functional in Pcc(G), satisfying
sup || ^|| = M defines a density whose norm is M.
cc

Proof. — The only point which requires any attention is that of
showing that ^(/) is well defined ; that is, that ^(/) is independent
of the choice of period for /.
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If / is of period H^ we define f^ e C(G/H^ ) by
/^(X+H^)=/(JC).
We note that ||/^ || = ||/|| . Then we may define ^i(f) by
^(/) == ^ (/^) = f
I

1

•/f

f^ Wd^ (x) .

<TJ

1

^"(^

1

We now assume / is of periods H^ and H^ . Then / is of period
H^ where H^ is the closed subgroup generated by H^ and H^ .
Then G^3 is a compact quotient of G^ 1 and of G^2 and we let <^
and (^2 denote the natural homomorphisms. But then
^(f^) = ^(.^3 ° ^i) = ^^3(^3) = ^(^2 ° ^2) = ^(^) •
The converse is clear ; each measure ^ on the Borel sets of
G^ is uniquely determined by a bounded linear functional on C(G^)
and each ^eC(G^) lifts to /EP(G) by f(x)=f^(x + H^). The
compatibility condition implies that ^ is well defined as a functional
on P(G).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
LEMMA 3.2. - Let ^ e D(G). Let //, i = 1,2,... ,nbe in P(G).
TT^T?
w

w

IS ^(/,)l<(2'l+l - 1 ) 1 1 ^ 1 1 - 1 1 £ /JL
/=!

l=l
n

Proof. - Suppose \\ ^ \\ = 1 and || S // lloo = M. For £ > 0 we
/=!

wa^ write
fi = S ^yX// + £/
w/zere || £j| < e and both x// ^d £/ hci^ period H/, rte period of
ff. Then
I S ^(^) I < I S (Z ^M(X//) I + ne.
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We now write

2£^=2:,+£;
where ^ is the sum over those x// which have period ^ and ^' is
the sum over the remainder. Now by Lemma 2.3,
II S II < M + we
since ^ is the projection of ^ ^ ^y onto P, . Hence
1^(E ) l < M + n e .
Now we consider || ^' ||. We have
II S'i II < 2(M + ne).
We now write

v' = y + v'
^1

A-<2

'-'2 '

where ^^ is summed over those \y that occur in ^' and have
period H; and ^' is the remainder. We have
II S^ II < 2(M + ne)
so that
l^(^)l <2(M +ne)
and
||^ ||<4(M +ne).
Proceeding step by step in this manner we finally get
I S/*(//) I <(1 + 2 + • • • + 2 " ) ( M + n e ) +ne
= (l^1 - 1) (M +ne) +ne
from which the lemma follows.
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THEOREM 3.3. — A density on G is equivalent to a continuous
functional on P(G) which is linear in P^CG) for each period H^.
Proof. - We let p. be a density on G. Then JLC is a continuous
linear functional on P^(G) for each period H^. If/^ G P(G),/2 € P(G)
and ||/i - /2 Hoc < £ then | ^(^) - ^) I < 41| jn || £ by Lemma 3.2.
Hence p. is continuous on P(G).
Suppose VL is a continuous linear functional on P(p(G) for each a,
and ^ is continuous on P(G). It is then clear by a simple argument
that || ^ ||^ is uniformly bounded.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
We will now freely identify densities with their corresponding
functionals. Moreover, when there will be no confusion, we will use
the same notation even when we enlarge the domain.
LEMMA 3.4. - Let ^iGD(G). For{f^}C P(G) we define
^(fi + - - - + / n ) = ^ ( / i ) + - - - + ^ ( / n ) .
Then /x defines a (possibly unbounded) linear functional on C (G).

Proof. — All that requires proof is that the functional is well
n

w

defined. But by Lemma 3.2, if H // = S 8i/ where /. and g.
/ are in
1=1
/=i
n

m

P(G) then ^ /x(/,) - S ^/) = 0.
i=t

/=!

DEFINITION. — If G is an LCA group we define a compactification of G to be a compact group K such that there is a continuous
homomorphism ^ from G onto a dense subset of K. We may consider
each compactification of G as given in the following way : Let r° be
a subgroup of G'\ // we put r° in the discrete topology and take H
as the compact dual of r° then H will be a compactification of G.
This presentation of H as a dual group makes it clear that C(H)
as a Banach algebra is isometric to a subalgebra of C(G) ; indeed
C(H) will be a subalgebra of AP(G).
We do not require that the homomorphism ^ be one to one.
For example, any compact quotient G^ is admissable as a compactification of G.
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Of particular interest to us is the following compactification :
DEFINITION. - We define G?, the semiperiodic compactification
of G as the compact dual of [TT(G)], the group generated by 7r(G),
"when [7r(G)] is given the discrete topology.
We observe that (C (G))^, the space of semiperiodic functions,
is a subspace of C ((?'). Since 7r(G) C Cp(G) it is clear that G? is the
smallest compactification which will serve.
LEMMA 3.5. - If G is not totally disconnected, then C^ = G ;
that is, the semiperiodic compactification is the Bohr compactification. On the other hand, if G is totally disconnected then G^ is the
compact dual of the group of characters of finite range -when this
group is given the discrete topology.
Proof. — These two cases are clear by Lemmas 2.9 and 2.8
respectively.
If G is not totally disconnected then it is clear that the homomorphism of G into Gp is one-to-one.
If G is totally disconnected the situation is more complicated.
We may have G p = G, as in the case where each element of G is of
fixed order n. On the other hand, we may have Gp = 0, as in the case
where G is divisible.
Each compact quotient of G is a quotient of G?. Indeed, if G^ is
a compact quotient of G, then G^ is a subgroup of (G^ = [w].
Any bounded measure ^ on G induces a density ^i. Since
?TG(C(G))*, the measure V is surely continuous on P(G) and linear
on each P^(G). Hence we define the density ^ by
^(/) = ?(/) = / fdV

for

f€ P(G).

However, unless G is compact no bounded measure on G can induce
Haar density.
The appropriate place to consider measures which induce densities is (y. We note that any measure ? on Gp induces uniquely a
density ^ on G. Indeed, since C (G) C C(GP), if we define ii(f) = V(f)
for /GP(G) we have defined the density. Alternatively, one may
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consider G^ as a compact group such that each compact quotient,
G^, is a quotient of G^.
We note that if the extension of a density ^ to a linear functional
on Cp(G) is bounded, then there is a measure ? on Gp which induces
the density p.. Indeed, since Cp(G)CC(G^) we simply extend the
bounded linear functional on Cp(G)~ to C ((?').
We will put the previous remarks in the form of a lemma.
LEMMA 3.6. — Any measure ?€ MCG^ induces a density ^ E D(G).
If ^ € D(G) r/^re ^x^ fl measure V^. MCG^) inducing the density ^
if and only if the extension of p. to a functional on Cp(G) is bounded.
It is clear that GP is the proper group to consider. Indeed, if H
is another compactification and H'^ 3 TT(G), then G^ is a quotient of
H and hence any measure on H induces a measure on (?. Hence a density induced by a measure on H is induced by a measure on (?. If
H^prCG), say xE7r(G) — H\ then measures on H do not induce
non-trivial measures on [x]'1 which is a compact quotient of G.
Since a density is well defined as a functional on periodic functions we can now define the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a density.
DEFINITION. - Let yibe a density. Then we define
^ : TT(G) ——> C by
^A (X) = / \dyi = f x<r^(r

for x of period a.
We call the (clearly bounded) function ^ A the Fourier-Stieltjes transform Of fJi.
If p. is induced by a measure V on G^ then ^(x) = (^(x) for
XE7r(G), where (p^ is the usual Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a
measure. Hence if TT(G) is a group we see that 2^ = ^A. It is easy to
see that
(p * v)^ = 0^) (UA) .

Many of the standard results for Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of
measures have immediate analogues for densities.
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For example, we call a function v : TT(G) ——> C quasi positive definite if
f ^X^WyX)

for every finite collection ^ , . . . , ^ of complex numbers and every
finite collection X i , . . . , X^ of characters of a common period.
We call a density positive if it is positive as a functional on
periodic functions.
Then we have Bochner's theorem ; that is a function
v : 7r(G) ——> C
is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a positive density if and only if v
is quasi positive definite.
However the lack of a general decomposition theorem for densities (see Theorem 3.13) detracts from the usefulness of this characterization.
We will not explore Fourier-Stieltjes transforms further in this
paper.
We now characterize those groups in which sums of periodic
characters are periodic, in terms of the lattice structure of the set of
compact quotients.
DEFINITION. - We say that two subgroups H i , H^ of compact
index are incident if there is a proper subgroup H of compact index
such that (Hi U H^) C H. We say that Hi and H^ are independent if
there is no one subgroup H of compact index which is incident to
them both. If Hi and H^ are independent subgroups we will also
say that G/Hi and G/H^ are independent.
We will use the following dual characterization, whose proof is
clear.
LEMMA 3.7. - The compact quotients G/Hi and G/H^are independent if and only if for each nontrivial Xi € (G/Hi)" and \^ E (G/H^
there exists no compact quotient G/H such that Xi and Xa are each in
(G/H)^ That is [\^\^\ is not discrete.
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LEMMA 3.8. — Each finite linear combination of periodic characters of G is periodic if and only if no pair of compact quotients of G
is independent.
P

Proof. — Ifthereisanonperiodic/GC^(G),where/= ^ an^n^
n=i
then [ X i , . . . , xJ is not discrete. But then by Corollary 2.11 there
exist xl ? X'2 in ^(G) such that \[ + x^ is not periodic. Then [\\]^,
[x^y are ^ desired independent quotients, since [x?»X?] 1s not
discrete for non-zero p and q.
The converse is immediate.
LEMMA 3.9. — Given a set (G^laEA'} of pairmse independent
compact quotients of G and measures {^Q \ a E A'} such that ^o (G^)
is independent of a and such that sup II iir.flr II < °°, there is a density
<r
^ that extends {^Q } in the sense that ^Q = ^ for each a G A' and
II fJi || = sup {|| P.G^\ | a e A'}. Indeed, ^e may define ^ by ^i(x) ^ ^(x),
if x € G^. /or wm^ a € A' awrf pi(x) = 0 otherwise.
Proof. — We must show that fJi defines a linear functional on
C(Gg) for every compact quotient Gg , which is uniformly bounded
over all <3. I f G ^ H G ^ = 1 for allaGA', then ||^ || = 1^(1)1. Suppose that G^ 0 G^ ^ 1 for some a^ G A'. Then G^ 0 G^ = 1 for all
other a €= A1 by the pairwise independence of the G^. It is clear that
we may restrict our attention to trigonometric polynomials. Write
such a polynomial /€E C(Ga) as
/ = S ^ X / + S 6/X/,
E

E'

where

E = { x / I X ^ G Al }

and E1 is the remainder. Then
^(f) = ^(S
^X/).
v
E

'

But by Lemma 2.3,
H/ll > || S^XjI.
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Hence,
(I ^(/) 1/11/11) < 11^ II.
This proves our lemma.
We now come to our main theorem.
THEOREM 3.10. - The LCA group G has the property that every
density extends to a bounded linear functional on the space of semiperiodic functions (that is, every density is induced by a measure on
Gf) if and only if the sum of each pair of periodic characters of G is
periodic. In this case, the extension is an isometry and D(G) = N1(0^).
// there exist two periodic characters of G with a nonperiodic sum
then the set of densities induced by measures on CP is neither closed
nor dense in D(G).
Proof. — We suppose first that the sum of each two periodic
characters of G is periodic. Then by Theorem 2.10 we see that
C^(G) C P(G) and TT(G) is a group. Thus, since GP is the dual of
7r(G), we see that P(G) is dense in 0(0^. Hence ^ extends uniquely
and isometrically to a functional on €((?'), and thus D(G) = MCC^).
Now we suppose that there exist two periodic characters with a
non-periodic sum. Then by Theorem 2.13, there are two periodic
characters, Xi and X2 suc^ i^2it {[XiX^r I n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,...} is a
pairwise independent set of compact quotients of G. We now choose
a Fourier series on [— TT , w] which has uniformly bounded partial
sums, but is not absolutely convergent, such that
/(0)^I^^Sl^l=-flo=0.

We may choose a^ = — for n odd and 0 for n even, for example, so
that / is a step function.
We now define ^ on [XiX?]" by ^(g) = (sgn a^)^ where 7^ is
the coefficient of XiX? m the Fourier expansion of g on [XiX^- In
other words ^ = (sgn a^) Xi X? \ ^ere X,, is Haar measure on
[Xi X^r. Then || ^ || < 1 and f d^ = 0 for each n. By Lemma 3.8
we may extend {jn^} to JLIGD(G) so that ||^|| = 1. But it is clear
that ^ is not bounded in Cp(G). For if we define F^ eCp(G) by
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F^)== S ^XiX^M
/=-»

we see that
H F n ( x ) I L < l l i ^e^||<M. But Ai(F^)= Z |flJ.
/=-n

;=-w

Hence ^ is not bounded on Cp(G) and therefore ^ is not induced
by a measure in G^.
Let us now denote the space of densities which are induced
by measures on C^ by M ((?'). If we choose uGD(G) such that
i

n

-

11^-^11 < T
, then |u(F^)|> S I T^ | where | r ^ ~ l | < - .
2
/=-yi

2

Hence u is not bounded on CJG) and so (MCC^))" C D(G).
t
If we require ?„ = b^(sgna^)\^ \ where &„ ———> 0 we
can find p G D(G) so that p e (SKG^))". If we choose the &„ approaching 0 sufficiently slowly jwe will still have |p(G^)| ——> oo and
hence p^MCG^). Thus MC^) is not closed.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.10.
In particular we have
COROLLARY 3.11. - M(G) = D(G) if and only if G has no R"
part and each discrete quotient of G is of bounded order.
Theorem 3.10 also immediately implies that each density on G
extends to a measure on ^ if and only if P(G) is dense in C (G).
In the case where G = Z, thejntegers, the first author presented in [1] a construction for MCG^) by means of matrices. The
term density was not used ; however, it is easy to recognize that
each matrix corresponds to a density.
Theorem 3.10 has a curious implication. We recall that even
if C^(G)CP(G) we may have Cp(G) <? P(G). Hence it would seem
reasonable that there might exist some family of periodic functions
with a periodic span other than the family of periodic characters
which would be dense in Cp(G) even if C^(G) <? P(G). Theorem 3.10
tells us that this is impossible.
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Theorem 3.10, unfortunately, does not tell us precisely which
densities do extend to measures in the case where D(G) ^ M(GP).
We might hope to attack this problem by means of positivity
of a density. For example, it is clear that a density which is positive
as a functional on C (G) extends to a measure on G?.
DEFINITION. — We say a density ^ is real if ^(f) is real for each
real /GP(G). We say a density p. is positive if for each nonnegative
real /€ P(G) we have ^(/) > 0.
It is clear that if a real density is induced by a measure on Gp then
p. decomposes into the difference of positive densities. However, a
positive density is not necessarily positive or even bounded on C (G).
Indeed, we show that every real density on R can be written as the
difference of two positive densities ; yet we know that densities on
R do not necessarily extend to measures on R.
A more surprising fact is that on the cylinder group, R x T, real
densities do not necessarily decompose into the difference of positive
densities.
THEOREM 3.12. — Each real density on R is tne difference of
two positive densities.
Proof. — We may assume that ^((1) > 0. We choose H = [A], a
subgroup of compact index of R. Now we consider P{^}» the vector
space of periodic functions whose period can be written as rh for
some rational r. Then the density pi is clearly a bounded linear functional on Pfy^A and hence restricted to P/^i can be written as ^ — ^
where ||^ ||, \\^\\ < 11^11. (Indeed, p. restricted to P{^}is a measure
on the compact dual of the group of rational multiples of h when
that group is given the discrete topology). We now put on the extra
constraint ^(1) = ^(1), ^(1) = 0 and still get || ^ ||, II ^11 < 21| ^ ||.
We now select a maximal set of reals {h^} such that no hy is a
rational multiple of any h^ for j3 =/= a.
It is clear that P == U P/^ \ expresses P(R) as union of vector
spaces which are disjoint, except for the constants. It is also clear
that if /^P{^ }, g^-Vs^ \ and if / and g are not constant then
/+^P.
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For /€P{^} we now write fJi(f) = ^(/) - ^(/) where
^(1) == ^(1) and ^(1) = 0. Since each periodic/belongs to P{^ }fbr
some h^ we see that^ is a bounded linear functional on P for each
real 7 with norm uniformly bounded over all 7. Hence ^ + and p.~~ are
the desired densities.
We cannot always find such decompositions.
THEOREM 3.13. - There is a real density on the cylinder group
G = R x T that is not the difference of two positive densities.
Proof. - We let {a^} n = 1,2,3,... be a sequence of rationally
independent real numbers, and let {j8^} be a sequence of distinct
elements of T. For / in P(G), we take ^(f) as given by
^(/) == £ Urn -1- § /(/a,, , <?„) (- I/.
n=i w->-oo m /=i
We will now explain this expression by showing that ^(/) is defined
as a finite sum for all /eP(G), that l^i(/)l < 2||/||oo, and that
^(A + A) = ^(/i) + ^(A) whenever f^ and /^ have the same period,
so that /A is consequently defined as a density.
We suppose now that we are given a subgroup H of compact
index with K = G/H, and that / is a continuous periodic function of
period H. For the moment, we suppose that/is a finite linear combination of characters with period H. Then there are two integers n^
and n^ , depending only on H, such that if

A

"<^=.bm.^l/</oi-^<-l)/.

then A,,(/) exists for all values of n, and A^(/) = 0 except possibly
for n= n ^ , n ^ . Clearly, then, |A^(/)| <||/IL, and consequently
I ^(/) | ^ 211/IL. To this end, we may suppose that/ = \ is a periodic
character with period H. Then [\] is a discrete subgroup of G'\ We
may write x= ( n , 6 ) where n G R = R" and 6 € Z = T\ If n is the
trivial character, then A^x) = 0, as a direct calculation shows. Supposing then that n ^ 0, we have
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A^(x) = 0(^) Urn -1- S ^/^ (- I) 7 ,
w-^oo W y = i

so that A^(x) = 0 unless exp(27rmc^ + m) = 1, or equivalently,
there is an integer p^ such that n = (2p^ — l)/a^ . Because of the
rational independence of the a^ , this can hold for at most one a^.
We now exclude, depending only on H, all but two of the o^. Now
X is a character of K, and the characters of K generate a discrete
group. But three vectors in R x Z with rationally independent real
parts generate a non-discrete group. Hence there are at most two
possible choices for a^ so that x? with n = (2py, — l)/a^, has period
K. The result for general periodic / follows from approximation by
finite linear combinations of periodic characters.
Now we prove that ^ does not decompose. Let g^ be a positive
periodic continuous function with real period 2c^ , which takes the
value 1 at (2c^, ^) and 0 at (c^, j^). Then ^(g^) = 1/2. If ^ = ^ - ^~
were a decomposition of ^A as a difference of two positive densities,
then we would have ^ + (g^) > 1/2. Thus p^(h^) > 1/2 where h^ is
any positive periodic function constant on each real line, which is
1 at (r , fS^) for all real r, and such that h^ > g^ . For any positive
integer N, there exist such functions h^ , k = 1,2,..., N such that
if PN == h, + h^ + • • • + ^, then Ip^ I < 1. Yet ^(p^) > N/2,
which makes it impossible for ^ to be a density, and the result is
proved.

4. Uniform distribution of densities.
Uniformly distributed sequences of measures on compact groups
have, in one form or another, attracted interest for many years. We
can extend this notion in a natural way to LCA groups by means of
densities. Indeed it was partly to facilitate this extension that densities
were developed.
However, we will not treat uniform distributions exhaustively in
this paper. We will not in general give proofs since we will use standard
techniques in uniform distributions in compact groups in conjunction
with ideas which have been thoroughly developed in the preceding
sections of our paper.
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DEFINITION. - We mil say a uniformly bounded sequence of

J

i

n

\

densities {^} in an LCA group G is uniformly distributed if -V u^
" / = i /)
tends weakly to Hoar density, X. That is, for each periodic continuous

f we have lim - $ ^(/)
= X(/).
/
n

n /=i

With this definition the following criterion is immediate.
Weyl Criterion : The uniformly bounded sequence of densities
{^} is uniformly distributed if and only if for each non-trivial x E w(G)
1 n
1 n
we have Urn
- ^ MX) = 0 and lim - S Ml)
= 1.
n
/
n /=!

'

n

n /=i

DEFINITION. - // djL^} is a uniformly bounded sequence of measures on the LCA group G we say {?„} is uniformly distributed if
{^}, the sequence of densities induced by {?„}, is uniformly distributed.

It is clear that our definition coincides with the standard definition if G is compact. Furthermore it includes most of those extensions to special cases with which we are familiar. In this regard see
Rubel [6], where uniformly distributed sequences of elements of G
were considered. It is easy to see that the sequence {Xy} of elements
of G is uniformly distributed if and only if the associated sequence
{£^ } of point masses is uniformly distributed.
If a density ^ is induced by a measure ? in M(G) then there
is clearly a unique measure Jt? in MCG^) which induces the same
density in the sense that ^(/) = ?(/) = ^(/)for/EP(G). In addition
II^!IM(GP) = II?HM(G)>II^IID(G)-

Now Haar density X, even though not induced by any member of
M(G), is induced by Haar measure in M(GP). Therefore it is natural
to attempt to characterize uniform distribution of measures in G
in terms of uniform distribution of measures in G^. The following
theorem is easy to prove by use of the Weyl criterion.
THEOREM 4.1. - Let TT(G) be a group. Let {^} be a sequence
of measures in M(G). Then, for each n, there is a unique V^in M(GP)
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such that the density induced by ^ is the density induced by {^}
restricted to the compact quotients of G. Furthermore {^} is uniformly distributed in G if and only if ^} is uniformly distributed
in the compact group G^. That is, {^} is uniformly distributed in G
i

!

n

\

if and only if - ^ /I(m tends weakly to Haar measure in G19
"7=1
)
Thus if JTT(G) is not a group we are impelled to look for a compactification G of G such that if {^} is a sequence of densities induced
by members ^of M(G) and if {^} is a corresponding sequence of
measures on G then {^} is uniformly distributed if and only if {?„} is
uniformly distributed.
However, in our paper with M. Rajagopalan [2], it is shown that
in the case where the measures of M(G) are point masses, it is never
possible to find such a G unless 7r(G) is a group. In the same paper
those LCA groups G such that TT(G) is a group are characterized.
We now give an analogue of a classical theorem.
DEFINITION. - If [t is a density then (Ji~ is the reflected density
defined by
ff(x)d^L-(x) = f /(- x)dfJL(x).

DEFINITION. - We call a density p. normalized if it is positive
and ^i(l) = 1.
DEFINITION. - A sequence ^ of densities is uniformly distributed
of order two if there is a uniformly distributed sequence {u/,}, A = 1,2,...
of densities such that for h = 1,2,...

^ ^tik+h' ^
tends weakly to v^ as n tends to '00.
For example, it is easy to see that in the group R, the sequence
n3!2 is uniformly distributed of order two. The next result follows
directly from an extension by Cigler [4] of the so-called Fundamental
Theorem of Van der Corput.
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THEOREM 4.2. — // {^} is a sequence of normalized densities
that is uniformly distributed of order two, then it is uniformly
distributed.
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